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Dear <<First Name>>, 
Welcome to Issue #164 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest. 
 
[SAMA] Episode 83: Metabolic Chaos, Nutrition Science And FDN 
During this interview, Reed Davis will share Functional Diagnostic Nutrition,
Nutrition Science and Metabolic Chaos. 
 
Spooky2 Blog Articles 
 
Rife Frequencies for Cancer  
These frequency sets in this blog are for remote treatment. 
 
Why Should You Use the Sine Wave to Scan? 
Using sine wave to scan can avoid harmonics when looking for what
frequencies to run. 
 
Will Two Same Frequencies at Same Settings Cancel Each Other Out?  
If two generators run the same frequency at the same time with the same
settings, will they cancel each other out? 
 
Spooky2 Q&A 
 
How do I deal with Lichen planus? Does a mouth rinse made with MMS and
DMSO help? 
My friend was diagnosed with a form a Alopecia they call Lichen Planus Pilaris,
any suggestion with the hair loss? 
 
Can I set more than 5 volt when using Plasma to get more effect? 
Don't fiddle with Spooky2 Central/Plasma settings as you may damage your
equipment and void warranty if applicable. 
 
Any suggestion for something to replace Effexor the anti-depression drug with?  
I want to get my sister off Effexor with little or no withdrawal. 
 
Any idea for dental abscess? 
If you are suffering from dental abscess, this support will give you suggestions. 
 
Spooky2 Discussions 
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Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group  
 
How to deal with a colon cancer using Spooky2 
Good diet advice for fighting colon cancer. 
 
Why does the software detect more than 100 generators? 
How to solve generators having no communication with software. 
 
Spooky2 Forum 
 
Residual Breast Cancer 
Since the surgery, I get a small little tumor pop up next to my surgical scar right
in the center of my chest in the skin. 
 
Use of Sound Therapy on Spooky 
I am interested in the idea of sound therapy but know nothing much about it, so
I'm looking for any inputs that anyone can give me. 
 
Best of health, 
Echo 
 
Spooky2 Team 
Skype: echolee50 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/spooky2 
                www.facebook.com/clenspooky2 
Web: www.spooky2-mall.com 
         www.spooky2.com 
         www.spooky2support.com 
         www.spooky2videos.com 
         www.spooky2reviews.com 
Tel: 00-86-18001581176 
 
You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. 
If you have questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is: 
Spooky2 Rife

Room 2003, G-5 Building, Himalaya business centre G
Ningnan Street, Yuhuatai District

Nanjing, JiangSu 211106
China

 
Add us to your address book
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Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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